1988 Men’s All-Americans

DIVISION I
First Team
Attack: Mike Morrill (Johns Hopkins), John Zulberti (Syracuse), Tim Goldstein (Cornell)
Midfield: Paul Gait (Syracuse), Gary Gait (Syracuse), Chris Flynn (Penn), Andy Kraus (Virginia)
Defense: Boyd Harden (North Carolina), Dave Pietramala (Johns Hopkins), Bill McComas (Brown)
Goal: Quint Kessenich (Johns Hopkins)

Second Team
Attack: Mike Ruland (Loyola), Rob Betchley (Army), Mike Herger (Navy)
Midfield: Brendan Kelly (Johns Hopkins), Tom Worstell (Maryland), Tim McIntee (C. W. Post), Tim Welsh (North Carolina)
Defense: Mark Stopher (Syracuse), Rob Schupler (Virginia), Bill Pennoyer (Harvard)
Goal: Tom McClelland (Loyola)

Third Team
Attack: Chase Monroe (Virginia), Scott Hiller (Massachusetts), Adam Puritz (Yale)
Midfield: Greg Rinaldi (Rutgers), Kevin Haus (North Carolina), Phil Willard (Maryland), Gordon Purdie (Adelphi)
Defense: Dan Coughlan (Maryland), Ed McMahon (Penn), Jim DeTommaso (Johns Hopkins)
Goal: Sal LoCascio (Massachusetts)

Honorable Mention
Attack: Rusty Pritzlaff (Loyola), Greg Burns (Syracuse), Jim McAleavey (Massachusetts), John Wurzburger (Cornell), Neill Redfern (North Carolina), Glenn Smith (Towson State), Mickey Cavouti (Harvard), Josh Dennis (Duke), Rob Palumbo (Princeton), Doug Amacher (Virginia), Brendan Hanley (Maryland)
Midfield: Jon Reese (Yale), Mike Babcock (Yale), Brian Kroneberger (Loyola), Phil Schluter (Syracuse), Tom Towers (Brown), Ted Brown (North Carolina), Bill Dirrigl (Syracuse), Glenn Stephens (Massachusetts), Stew Fisher (Penn), Ricky Fried (UMBC), Vince Angotti (Cornell), Brian Keith (Navy)
Defense: Mike Conway (Duke), Nick Amatuccio (Navy), Marc Moreau (Rutgers), Ron Klausner (Towson State), Matt Woods (Massachusetts), Paul Fitzpatrick (North Carolina), Keith McCartney (Penn), Jack Sebastian (New Hampshire), Bryan Martin (Yale), Mike DeStefano (Cornell), Pat McCabe (Syracuse)
Goal: Joe Donnelly (Navy), Paul Schimoler (Cornell), Barney Aburn (North Carolina)
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DIVISION III
First Team:
Attack: Rob Alvino (Ohio Wesleyan), Tom Gravante (Hobart), Paul Miller (Washington)
Midfield: Jeff Jackson (Hampden-Sydney), Toby Boucher (Ohio Wesleyan), Charles Blanchard (Ohio Wesleyan), Matt Torggler (Hobart)
Defense: Tim Smith (St. Lawrence), Chris Goss (Ohio Wesleyan), Matt Wilson (Washington)
Goal: Shawn Trell (Hobart)

Second Team:
Attack: Jim Bardwell (Hobart), Jon Dale (Franklin & Marshall), John Ware (Washington & Lee)
Midfield: Steve Schluter (Ohio Wesleyan), James Symington (Hobart), Mike McGuane (Washington), Ken Gramas (Franklin & Marshall)
Defense: Mike Warnes (Ohio Wesleyan), Chip Arvantides (Hobart), Jeff Klodzen (Cortland State)
Goal: Jim Schwartz (Ohio Wesleyan)

Third Team:
Attack: Bill Coons (Nazareth), Paul Deniken (Washington), Kevin Johnson (St. Lawrence)
Midfield: Kurtis Himy (Denison), Chris Pollock (Roanoke), James Reilly (Middlebury), Will Schmidt (Hobart)
Defense: Peter Roskovich (Salisbury State), Chris Storkerson (Middlebury), Chris Tedeeschi (Cortland State)
Goal: Richie Barnes (Cortland State)

Honorable Mention
Attack: Tim Berquist (Salisbury State), Chris Law (Alfred), Lloyd Byrne (Bowdoin), Lou Candel (Amherst), Will Goldthwaite (Roanoke), Bill Hallett (Western Maryland), Tom Kraft (RIT), Scott Seymour (Middlebury), Bill Miller (Hobart), Greg Tolker (Mt. St. Mary’s)
Midfield: Chris Dollar (Washington), Gerry Gutchess (Nazareth), Kevin Minicus (Amherst), Paul Baker (Denison), Frank Windsor (Wooster), Pat Gannon (Nazareth), Mark Stuver (Cortland State)
Defense: Eric Churchill (Williams), Reid Campbell (Washington & Lee), Jamie Kujawski (Roanoke), John Rogers (Franklin & Marshall), John Burke (Guilford)
Goal: Scott Cozzens (Franklin & Marshall), Chris Wilkinson (Hampden-Sydney)